We describe the probability theory behind a casino game, blackjack, and the procedure to compute the optimal strategy for a deck of arbitrary cards and player's expected win given that he follows the optimal strategy. The exact blackjack probabilities are used, in contrast to approximate probabilities used by Baldwin et al. [1] or Monte Carlo methods. We distinguish between two probability measures P and Q; P is used to compute dealer's probabilities and Q is used to compute player's expectations. The implementation is described in pseudo-C++. The program is fast enough to deal with any blackjack's hand in a matter of seconds.
Deck and Cards' Probabilities
Now, we want to know how the fact that dealer doesn't have a natural affects cards' probabilities.
At any time the content of a deck is described by ten numbers (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 10 ), where a 1 denotes the number of aces, a 2 the number of deuces, a 3 the number of three's, . . ., and a 10 the number of ten's. We refer to this deck as deck. When a card with a face value k = 1, 2, . . . , 10 is drawn from deck, then P[k] = a k /t, where t = a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a 10 . Now suppose that dealer's face-up card is a ten or an ace, but he doesn't have a natural. Despite the fact that we use the same deck, the probabilities are different. If d = 10, then
t − a 1 for k = 2, . . . , 10,
Player's Options
In this section we assume that dealer doesn't have a natural. A player with two cards has three or four options (this depends on casino's rules). We use W If a player has a natural, then he wins one and a half of his original bet, and the game is over so we exclude this possibility in the computations below.
Stand
Given a player with total p ≤ 21 (no naturals); if he stands, then the three possible outcomes are as follows • if D d = p, we have a tie, nothing happens. So player's expected win equals
where E[ · |p, deck] denotes the expected win under the condition that his total equals p and the cards are coming from deck. To simplify the notation we usually skip the conditioning on deck, moreover when dealing with expressions of the type
, it is understood that the expected value is conditioned on deck − {i}.
Double Down
Given a player with two cards, doubling down means that he doubles his bet and gets only one additional card. By considering all the possibilities for this extra card, we get
Hit
Given a player with total p, when hitting he gets one card and has an option to stand or take another hit; we can assume that the player doesn't hit 21, since
It is a finite recursion, since the longest sequence of player's cards has length 20. 1 We can introduce an extra variable that controls the recursion level; 13 is needed to compute E[W d H |1 + 1], but other hands need lower level of recursion, given desired accuracy, see the implementation.
Split
If a player has two cards with the same value, he can split them into two hands (adding extra bet). Casinos' rules on player's option after a split vary; they differ on number of splits allowed for non-aces and aces, and the ability to double down. Despite that, the following is true for any split
where "play" means all the options available to a player after splitting a hand. This formula is true because after split there are two identical hands (they are not independent but this doesn't concern us since expected value of sum equals sum of expected values).
When splitting aces each hand gets only one additional card (blackjack's rule), so
where S1 means only one split. If a casino allows for re-splitting aces then "play" means only one additional card but two aces can be split again, so
See the implementation for the general case. Table 2 : The expectations for two decks (dealer stands on soft 17, double down after split is allowed, re-splitting aces and non-ace pairs is allowed; the numbers are cut after six digits). 
Optimal Strategy and It's Payoff
Given player's two-card hand with total p, the optimal strategy is given by the action with the highest expectation. For example, if
then a player should double down. Or for player's hand with at least three cards, we compare
. Now, we focus on an arbitrary hand, assuming that player follows the optimal strategy. We want to compute his average win W . Let W d denote player's win given that dealer's face-up card is d, then
There are two special cases, 
Note that P[1, 10] means the probability of a natural. Moreover, we compute E[W 10 ] using the same method. The first thing to notice about Table 3 is that all its numbers are negative. So playing a blackjack is a losing proposition (if you don't vary your bets). But Table 4 : Effect of card removal on expected win in percentages, where the first row gives the number of decks and the first column represents cards to be removed; double down after split is allowed, re-splitting aces and non-ace pairs is allowed. Table 4 . It implies that the cards 1, 8, 9, and 10 (inside the deck) increase player's expected win, since r i < 0 implies E[W |deck] > E[W |deck − {i}]; the cards 2,3,4,5,6, and 7 decrease player's expected win. So by counting cards from these two groups and weighting them according to Table 4 , we can estimate E[W ] and bet accordingly, for more details see Gottlieb [2] or Thorp [3] .
Example. Let deck be composed of two decks with 111 as our blackjack's rules, see Table 3 . So we know that E[W |deck] = −.004776. Now, suppose that the cards R = {1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 7, 7, 8, 10} are removed from the deck. The direct computation shows that E[W |deck−R] = 0.018249, whereas using Table 4 and linear interpolation (an interpolation using an exponential function would be better) when removing more than one card of the same value, we estimate
How fast are these procedures when implemented?
The execution times of the program implementing the procedures described in this paper depends on dealer's face-up card. The We compute Q [1] ; first the probability in the denominator,
To compute the probability in the numerator, consider all the permutations of the unknown cards (dealer's face-down card is considered to be in a deck); there are t! a1!a2!···a10! of them. Next consider all the permutation with an ace as the first and a non-ace as the last card (dealer's face-down card). We count them considering nine choices for the last card,
This sum multiplied by Computing:
We decompose {D c = 18} into disjoint subsets {d → 16+2 = 18}, {d → 15+3 = 18}, {d → 14 + 4 = 18}, and so on, where the notation d → e + k means all the possible cards combinations that add up to e starting with total d and exactly one card with face value k. So
Moreover, we notice that we can move backward, namely
The implementation looks as follows. Given e ≤ 17, we distinguish between soft and hard totals:
A brute force is used to compute P[d → e soft]; the most complicated case 2 → 17s can be decomposed into five cases: 2 + 1 + (4), 2 + 1 + 1 + (3), 2 + (2) + 1 + (2), 2 + (3) + 1 + 1, and 2 + (4) + 1, where (a) means all the decompositions of a; the procedure prob(int a) computes the probability of them.
Next, P[d → e hard] is computed using a recursive procedure presented below. And we use a brute force to compute dealerSoft2Hard17(d,e,deck), for example, 16s → 15h can be decomposed as 16s + 9, 16s + 8 + 1, 16s + 7 + (2), and 16s + 6 + (3).
Finally, two auxiliary procedures are needed. The first one, prob(int a), computes the probability of all possible decompositions of a. 
